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Lysozyme from T4 bacteriophage is comprised of two domains that are
both involved in binding substrate. Although wild-type lysozyme has
been exclusively crystallized in a closed form that is similar to the pepti-
doglycan-bound conformation, a more open structure is thought to be
required for ligand binding. To determine the relative arrangement of
domains within T4 lysozyme in the solution state, dipolar couplings
were measured in several different dilute liquid crystalline media by sol-
ution NMR methods. The dipolar coupling data were analyzed with a
domain orientation procedure described previously that utilizes high-
resolution X-ray structures. The cleft between the domains is signi®cantly
larger in the average solution structure than what is observed in the
X-ray structure of the ligand-free form of the protein (�17 � closure from
solution to X-ray structures). A comparison of the solution domain orien-
tation with X-ray-derived structures in the protein data base shows that
the solution structure resembles a crystal structure obtained for the M6I
mutant. Dipolar couplings were also measured on the lysozyme mutant
T21C/T142C, which was oxidized to form an inter-domain disul®de
bond (T4SS). In this case, the inter-domain solution structure was found
to be more closed than was observed in the crystal (�11 �). Direct re®ne-
ment of lysozyme crystal structures with the measured dipolar couplings
using the program CNS, establishes that this degree of closure can be
accommodated whilst maintaining the inter-domain cystine bond. The
differences between the average solution conformations obtained using
dipolar couplings and the crystal conformations for both forms of lyso-
zyme investigated in this study illustrate the impact that crystal packing
interactions can have on the arrangement of domains within proteins and
the importance of alternative methods to X-ray crystallography for evalu-
ating inter-domain structure.
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Introduction

Bacteriophage T4 lysozyme is an endomurami-
dase utilized by the phage at a late stage in the
infection cycle of Escherichia coli to break down the
peptidoglycan walls of host bacteria.1 This enzyme
ing author:

e; armsd, pairwise
CPCl,
hydrolyzes the b(1! 4) glycosidic linkage
between the alternating units of N-acetylmuramic
acid and N-acetylglucosamine in the peptidoglycan
substrate.2,3 X-ray crystallography has shown that
T4 lysozyme has two domains, which are both
involved in ligand binding.4 The sugar moiety of
the peptidoglycan substrate binds in the cleft
formed between the two domains, while the pep-
tide portion interacts exclusively with the C-term-
inal domain. Residues involved in catalysis, such
as Glu11, Asp20, and Thr264-7 are all found in the
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N-terminal domain, which is proximal to the
substrate.

In the absence of ligand, wild-type (WT) T4 lyso-
zyme crystallizes in a closed conformation resem-
bling the structure of the peptidoglycan-bound
form.8 Initial characterization of this lysozyme
crystal structure9 led to the suggestion that entry
of the relatively large substrate into the inter-
domain binding cleft requires a conformation that
is substantially more open than that observed in
the crystal. Hence, a domain-opening event should
precede ligand binding if lysozyme is predomi-
nantly closed in solution. Alternatively, the X-ray
structure of the wild-type enzyme may not accu-
rately represent the average structure that exists in
solution. Experimental evidence for differences
between solution and crystalline forms of ligand-
free lysozyme was ®rst provided by diffuse X-ray
diffraction measurements that showed that T4
lysozyme in solution is not as compact as the
corresponding crystal structure.10 Subsequently,
spin-labeling studies in solution demonstrated that
relative to the closed, substrate-bound confor-
mation, T4 lysozyme exists in a more open form
when substrate is not present.11

Insight into the potential range of conformations
of T4 lysozyme in solution has been provided by
X-ray crystallographic studies of lysozyme
mutants.12 In general, those mutants forming crys-
tals that are isomorphous to the wild-type crystal
(i.e. trigonal) consistently yield a closed, WT-like
conformation. Conversely, different crystal forms
trap conformations distinct from this wild-type
closed structure. A directed effort to procure a var-
iety of lysozyme crystal forms produced a library
of structures with different relative domain
orientations.12 Some mutants are very open relative
to the wild-type form, whilst others are more
closed, with the group of mutants spanning a 50 �
range of hinge-bending angles. In addition, lyso-
zyme mutants such as M6I and I3P crystallized
with more than one protein molecule in the asym-
metric unit, each with a different conformation.13,14

These mutants could also be crystallized in a form
isomorphous to the WT crystals, resulting in struc-
tures with the WT closed conformation. Hence, the
various mutations probably do not change the con-
formational properties of lysozyme in solution, but
instead alter the type of packing interactions that
can occur between proteins in the crystal.

Based on the conformational variability dis-
played by the different lysozyme mutants, it
appears that in the absence of substrate, lysozyme
may be able to access a wide range of confor-
mations in solution. However, the relative popu-
lation of each conformation and hence the average
solution conformation of T4 lysozyme is not
known. Solution NMR studies have established
that the secondary structure and intra-domain fold
of lysozyme are similar to that of the crystalline
form,15,16 yet the precise arrangement of domains
within the protein has not been determined in the
liquid-state. In spite of this gap in our knowledge,
T4 lysozyme has been extensively utilized as a
model protein system to study protein folding,17,18

glycosidase activity4,19 and the effects of cavity-
creating mutations within a protein hydrophobic
core.20,21 This protein has also served as a reliable
standard for the development of methods in pro-
tein crystallization,22,23 NMR spectroscopy,24,25

molecular dynamics simulations26,27 and spin
labeling.11,28,48 Consequently, a complete descrip-
tion of the structure of T4 lysozyme that includes
the relative orientation of domains in an aqueous
environment will bene®t our understanding of the
protein itself, and can be useful in the interpret-
ation of results from experiments using lysozyme
as the model system.

The question of relative domain orientation in
the liquid state requires the measurement of global
restraints that can give information on protein frag-
ments that may be far apart in space. It has been
shown that dipolar couplings measured in weakly
aligning media can be used to obtain this type of
long-range orientational information.29 ± 36 A num-
ber of applications involving the use of dipolar
couplings in structural studies of protein com-
plexes or multi-domain proteins have appeared
recently.36-40 When one or more high-resolution
structures are available for the domains of a multi-
domain protein, then a straightforward method of
determining domain orientation can be used that
®ts the measured dipolar couplings to those pre-
dicted from a protein structure on a per-domain
basis.29,37

In this work, 1HN-15N dipolar couplings are
used to address the question of T4 lysozyme con-
formation in solution. Dipolar couplings have been
measured in several different aligning media and
the accuracy of domain orientation procedures
evaluated in cases where a limited number of
dipolar couplings are available, considering the
uncertainty typically associated with high-
resolution X-ray structures. Using this protocol, we
®nd that, unlike the crystal form, wild-type lyso-
zyme in solution exists in an open conformation
resembling that of the M6I mutant. Similarly, a
lysozyme mutant forced into a closed conformation
via an inter-domain disul®de bond also shows
differences with the corresponding crystal struc-
ture. In this case, the structure is more closed in
solution than in the crystal form. The discrepancies
observed between liquid and crystal-state confor-
mations of T4 lysozyme highlight the potential
differences that can occur between X-ray and sol-
ution conformations of proteins involving structur-
al features that arise from weak interactions.

Results and Discussion

Data used in orientation analyses

In this study, 15N-1HN residual dipolar coup-
lings were measured on 15N or 15N,13C-labeled
samples of C54T/C97A (WT*) T4 lysozyme
(Figure 1), which has been shown to have WT



Figure 1. Selected regions of
15N-1HN IPAP-HSQC spectra for
T4SS in the indicated alignment
media for residues (a) Leu39 and
(b) Trp126 (where spectra contain-
ing up®eld and down®eld peaks
have been superimposed). NA
refers to the sample that is not
aligned, while brief descriptions of
the aligned samples are given in
Table 1. The zero point on the ver-
tical scale is centered between the
two peaks in the doublet and
measured splittings are given for
each doublet in Hz. Low peak
intensities in the CPCl spectra arise
from the low concentration of pro-
tein for this particular sample
(0.2 mM, as described in Materials
and Methods).
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structure and activity.41 Dipolar couplings for WT*
have been recorded in four different aligning sol-
vents, three of which were bicelle media42 and the
other a lamellar phase produced by cetylpyridi-
nium chloride (CPCl) with hexanol.43,44 Two differ-
ent concentrations of bicelles were used (which we
refer to as high BC and BC) with another BC
sample also comprised of 150 mM salt (BC � salt).
The average number of dipolar couplings
measured on 15N-labeled WT* lysozyme in each
bicelle medium (Table 1) is 26 � 2 and 34 � 4 for
the N and C-domains, respectively. In the case
where 15N,13C-labeled protein was available (WT*,
CPCl; see Table 1), a 3D HNCO-based experiment
was used to measure dipolar couplings, as
described in the legend to Figure 8. Approximately
twice as many dipolar couplings were measured in
this case, due to the reduction in peak overlap rela-
tive to 2D IPAP experiments.45,46 Dipolar couplings
were measured for 15N-labeled T4SS in bicelles
with or without salt as well as in CPCl liquid crys-
tals. Fewer dipolar couplings were obtained for
T4SS relative to WT*, since overlap of peaks in 2D
15N-1HN spectra was more pronounced for the
disul®de mutant.
Because the largest source of variability in using
dipolar couplings to obtain the relative orientation
of domains is the uncertainty in intradomain struc-
ture of the starting X-ray or NMR derived
structures,29 nine different X-ray starting structures
were used in the analysis (Table 2). Note that the
structure of T4SS and the PDB coordinates 150L(c)
were not used in the analysis. The resolution of
these structures is 2.0 AÊ or better and the list
includes conformations that are both more closed
and more open than the WT crystal structure. The
intradomain pairwise rmsd between backbone
heavy atoms in the structures is 0.1-0.5 AÊ for the
C-domain (residues 1-10 and 81-160) and 0.1-0.6 AÊ

for the N-domain (residues 13-65). So that all struc-
tures and subsequent analyses could be described
with respect to a common molecular frame, the
C-domain of each structure was superimposed
onto the WT (3LZM) C-domain. The relative
domain orientation of each structure could then be
described with respect to the WT conformation
using the rotations required to superimpose the
N-domain of WT lysozyme onto the N-domain of
the indicated structure. Each of these transform-
ations is listed in Table 2 in terms of rotations



Table 1. Summary of dipolar coupling data used in domain orientation analyses

Number of DCsc

Sample Alignment medium

2Ha �v
(Hz) Aa

b � 10ÿ3 R C N

WT* High BC 7.5% (w/v) bicelles 14.1 2.48 0.215 29 23
BC 5% (w/v) bicelles 8.9 1.46 0.198 38 28
BC�salt 5% (w/v) bicelles, 150 mM NaCl 8.6 1.49 0.194 35 27
CPCl CPCl/hexanol, 200 mM NaCl 5.5 0.59 0.131 83 50

T4SS BC 5% (w/v) bicelles 8.9 1.24 0.151 32 28
BC�salt 5% (w/v) bicelles, 150 mM NaCl 8.7 1.36 0.244 31 28
CPCl CPCl/hexanol, 200 mM NaCl 7.3 ÿ0.80 0.663 27 22

a Quadrupole splitting (2H2O).
b Alignment parameters Aa and R (equation (2)) were determined using the 3LZM crystal structure with dipolar couplings from

the indicated alignment medium. Preceding this calculation, the relative domain orientation of 3LZM was altered to re¯ect the solu-
tion conformation as determined using this structure and the dipolar coupling data.

c The number of dipolar couplings measured on the C-domain (C) or N-domain (N).
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about the closure, bend and twist axes, as outlined
in Materials and Methods. Rotations about this
same axis system were used to describe the
relationship between a reference structure (X-ray
structures of WT* and T4SS were used as refer-
ences in the analysis of WT* and T4SS data,
respectively) and the solution state conformations
derived from the dipolar couplings. A detailed
description of the methodology used in the anal-
ysis of the dipolar coupling data in terms of rela-
tive domain orientation is provided in Materials
and Methods and the results of the analysis are
described in what follows.

Relative domain orientation of WT*
T4 lysozyme

Results from the domain orientation procedure
described in Materials and Methods for the family
of input crystal structures listed in Table 1 using
Table 2. Summary of T4 lysozyme X-ray crystal structures u

PDB I.D.a Mutation Closur

152L 3SSc 8�
TBAd T4SSe 4�
148L T26Ef 3�
3LZM WT 0�
1LYD WT 0�
1L90 L99A 0�
137L(a) S44F (WT*g) ÿ3 �
137L(b) S44F (WT*g) ÿ8 �
150L(c)d,h M6I ÿ18 �
173L ``Quad''i ÿ29 �
172L I3C ÿ37 �

a 3LZM;72 1LYD;96 1L90;92,93 137L;94 148L;6 152L;95 172L and 173L
b Closure, bend and twist rotations required to superimpose the N

More open structures have negative closure and twist.
c Triple mutant I9C/L164C, T21C/T142C and I3C/C97 resulting in
d Not used as an input structure in domain orientation analyses. P
e T21C/T142C (WT* background), oxidized to form interdomain d

in the analysis of all T4SS dipolar couplings.
f Covalently modi®ed by peptidoglycan substrate.
g C54T/C97A.
h M6I structure C of four distinct structures in the asymmetric uni
i K16E/K119E/R135E/K147E.
dipolar couplings measured on WT* lysozyme are
summarized in Figure 2, with each of the plots,
(a)-(d), corresponding to data recorded in different
aligning media. The transformations required to
overlay the N-domain of the WT X-ray structure
(3LZM) on the corresponding N-domains of each
of the X-ray structures used in the analysis
(C-domains of all structures are aligned) are given
by open dots in the Figure. In addition, the trans-
formations of the N-domains of each of the X-ray
structures required to produce structures that best
satisfy the experimental dipolar couplings are indi-
cated by ®lled dots. In the approach taken here
(see Materials and Methods), the individual N and
C-domains of each X-ray structure are ®rst super-
imposed on the corresponding domains of the
reference structure, 3LZM, and the dipolar coup-
ling data used to reorient each N-domain. The
transformation from the reference structure to the
corresponding solution structure or to another
sed in analyses

eb Bendb Twistb

5� 2�
3� 0�
1� 4�
0� 0�
0� 0�
ÿ1 � 0�
4� 0�
ÿ2 � ÿ7 �
3� ÿ18 �
ÿ6 � ÿ25 �
ÿ4 � ÿ13 �

;12 150L(c);13 TBA.49

-domain of 3LZM onto the N-domain of the indicated structure.

disul®des at 9-164, 21-142 and 3-97.
DB accession code not available for T4SS.
isul®de bond. This structure was used as the reference structure

t labeled A-D.



Figure 2. Relative domain orientations obtained from
dipolar couplings measured on WT* lysozyme in (a)
7.5 % (w/v) bicelles, (b) 5 % bicelles, (c) 5 % bicelles,
150 mM NaCl or (d) CPCl/hexanol, 200 mM NaCl.
Plotted are closure and bend rotations that transform
the WT structure into either a starting X-ray structure
(open circles) or a solution conformation consistent with
the dipolar couplings (®lled circles). Negative closure
and bend values indicate structures that are more open
with respect to the WT crystal structure (3LZM). Broken
lines connect each starting X-ray structure with the
counterpart solution conformation determined using
dipolar couplings. Error bars associated with each sol-
ution conformation were obtained using a jackknife pro-
cedure as described in Materials and Methods.

Table 3. Mean closure bend and twist (in degrees)

Sample Closure Bend Twist

WT*a

High BC ÿ15 � 4 ÿ1 � 5 ÿ15 � 11
BC ÿ19 � 2 1 � 3 ÿ16 � 10
BC�salt ÿ15 � 4 1 � 3 ÿ18� 8
CPCl ÿ18 � 2 0 � 2 ÿ7 � 11

T4SSb

BC 11 � 3 1 � 4 14 � 12
BC�salt 9 � 4 1 � 3 ÿ5 � 17
CPCl 12 � 4 ÿ1 � 5 1� 6

a All results for WT* lysozyme are reported with respect to
the WT X-ray crystal structure (3LZM). Negative values corre-
spond to more open solution conformations relative to this
reference structure.

b The X-ray crystal structure for T4SS (T21C/T142C) lyso-
zyme has been used as the reference structure in the determina-
tion of closure, bend and twist. Positive values indicate a
solution conformation that is more closed than the reference
X-ray crystal structure.
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X-ray structure is described in terms of rotations
about an axis system comprised of closure, twist
and bend axes, illustrated in Figure 3 and
described in detail in Materials and Methods. Since
the precision in the twist dimension is often poor
(see below), only closure and bend are represented
in these plots. Broken lines connect the solution
structures indicated by the ®lled dots with the
initial X-ray structures that were used as input.
In the analyses of WT* data, the closed WT crys-
tal structure (3LZM) was used as the reference con-
formation. Consequently, if the average relative
domain orientation of WT* in solution is rep-
resented accurately by this X-ray structure, then
the closure, bend and twist angles obtained from
the domain orientation procedure would be {0 �,
0 �, 0 �}. In contrast, the graphs show that the sol-
ution conformation is more open than this closed
X-ray structure, with values that lie within the
range of ÿ8 � to ÿ22 � for closure. Bend values scat-
ter evenly around 0 � with a range as large as �8 �.
Rotations in the twist dimension (data not shown)
have even larger scatter with a range from ÿ13 � to
32 �. The variability associated with errors in the
dipolar coupling measurements (given by the error
bars) was less than �2 � for closure and bend, and
typically of the order of �5 � for twist (see
Materials and Methods for details of calculations).

The average solution conformation determined
in each aligning medium can be represented by the
average closure, bend and twist angles calculated
over the group of solutions obtained from the nine
different input structures (Table 3). Closure values
of ÿ15 � to ÿ19 � were obtained from the different
media (Table 1), suggesting an average solution
conformation that is signi®cantly more open com-
pared to the WT X-ray crystal structure. The range
of twist rotations obtained from the various align-
ing media is ÿ7 � to ÿ18 �, similar to some of the
twist values required to transform 3LZM to a num-
ber of open crystal structures (Table 2). Hence, the
average conformation of WT* in solution is more
open in both the closure and twist dimensions
than the 3LZM X-ray structure. This relative
domain orientation is an intrinsic feature of native
lysozyme, since dipolar couplings measured on the
wild-type protein in CPCl give results that agree
closely with those for WT* (data not shown).

The errors reported in Table 3 correspond to the
variation in closure, twist and bend angles that



Figure 3. Solution conformations of WT* lysozyme as determined from dipolar couplings (in red) where the C-
domain is superimposed onto either (a) the WT X-ray structure (3LZM) or (b) the X-ray structure of the M6I mutant
(150L(c)). Solution conformations obtained from dipolar couplings recorded in each of the four aligning media
(Table 1) were reconstructed using the domain structure from the WT (3LZM) crystal structure with the rotations
given in Table 3. Linking hinge regions were not included in the reconstruction of solution conformations. The axes
of closure, bend and twist are shown in the same molecular frame for reference. Details regarding the reconstruction
of solution conformations are given in Materials and Methods.
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arises from differences in domain structure within
the group of lysozyme crystal structures used in
this analysis (given by the scatter of the ®lled dots
in Figure 2). In general, this intradomain structural
noise gives rise to variations of about �2 �- � 5 � in
both closure and bend. In the twist dimension a
larger error of �8 �- � 11 � is obtained. As dis-
cussed below, the impact of small differences in
intradomain structure also depends on the rhombi-
city of the alignment, as well as the alignment
tensor orientation with respect to the closure, bend
and twist axes.

Solution conformations of WT* lysozyme were
reconstructed from the N and C-domains of the
3LZM crystal structure using the rotation par-
ameters in Table 3, along with the positional infor-
mation obtained from pairs of crystal structures as
described in Materials and Methods. Figure 3
shows four models of the solution conformation of
WT* lysozyme (red) based on the dipolar coupling
data recorded in the four different aligning media.
Each of the solution structures is reconstructed
starting from the 3LZM coordinates. Reasonable
agreement among models based on data from
different alignment media is established by the dis-
tance rmsd between pairs of reconstructed struc-
tures, which range from 0.7-2.6 AÊ for backbone
atoms. For the sake of comparison, X-ray structures
(blue) are shown for either (a) WT (3LZM) or (b)
the M6I mutant (150L(c)) with the C-domains of
each structure superimposed on the C-domains of
the solution structures (the 3LZM C-domain). It is
clear from this reconstruction that whilst the sol-
ution conformation of WT* lysozyme differs from
the crystal structure of WT, there is good agree-
ment with the open M6I crystal form. The back-
bone rmsd values between N-domains from M6I
and each reconstructed solution conformation vary
from 0.7-2.9 AÊ (note that perfect agreement in
domain orientation would still give rise to 0.36 AÊ

rmsd between 150L(c) and solution N-domains
due to structural noise). Previous studies using
site-directed, spin-labeled, ligand-free lysozyme11,47

are consistent with these results. In these exper-
iments, the distance separating a pair of spin-labels
was estimated from the broadening in electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra and found
to agree well with predictions based on structural
models of spin-labeled 150L(c).

Relative domain orientation of T4SS

The results from the domain orientation analyses
on WT* lysozyme suggest that crystal packing
forces lead to a structure in the crystal state that is
quite different from the open conformation that
exists in solution. It is of considerable interest to
compare X-ray and solution structures of a more
constrained molecule, which might be less sensitive
to the effects of such packing interactions. With
this in mind, we have determined the relative
domain orientation of a conformationally restricted
form of T4 lysozyme, generated by the double
mutation T21C/T142C, (WT* background) under
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oxidizing conditions.49 The activity of this lyso-
zyme mutant (T4SS) can be controlled by the redox
potential of the aqueous environment, since it is
active only when reduced.41 X-ray crystallography
of oxidized T4SS shows that there is a disul®de
bond linking the two domains across the binding
cleft, leading to a structure that is slightly more
closed than WT (Table 2). In fact, the observed
degree of domain closure is necessary for disul®de-
bond formation, since the distance separating the
Cys Ca atoms in the structure of the reduced form
of the protein (8.1 AÊ ) is outside the range normally
observed for cystine bonds in proteins (4.6 AÊ -
7.4 AÊ ).50 This covalent interdomain association pre-
vents T4SS from forming structures that are more
open than WT.

The relative domain orientation of T4SS was
evaluated using the same procedure as described
for WT*, except that closure, bend and twist angles
describe the transformations from the crystal struc-
ture of T4SS instead of WT to the solution confor-
mations. Figure 4 summarizes the closure and
bend obtained in the three different aligning media
(Table 1). The solution domain orientations give
rise to structures that are more closed than the
T4SS crystal structure by 2 �-18 �. Similar to the
WT* analysis, bend values are roughly distributed
Figure 4. Relative domain orientation obtained from
dipolar couplings measured on T4SS in (a) 5 % bicelles,
(b) 5 % bicelles, 150 mM NaCl or (c) CPCl/hexanol,
200 mM NaCl. Rotations are described with respect to
the reference X-ray crystal structure of T4SS. Results
from structures 152L and 172L in (a) were not included,
since large 
 values were obtained (see Materials and
Methods).
around 0 � with a range of �7 �. The average rela-
tive domain orientations calculated for each med-
ium are shown in the bottom half of Table 3. In all
cases, solution conformations are obtained that are
more closed than what is observed in the T4SS
crystal structure. There is signi®cant variation in
twist values, re¯ecting the uncertainty in this par-
ameter (see below). Although the rhombicity of the
alignment tensor was low in the bicelle media, a
high rhombicity value was obtained in CPCl
(Table 1), leading to reduced error in the twist
dimension in this case (see below). Hence the twist
of 1 � obtained in this medium represents the twist
of the solution conformation relative to T4SS more
accurately.

T4SS solution conformations were reconstructed
using the rotation parameters obtained from the
analyses described above (Table 3) and the same
pivot position used to generate the WT* solution
conformations (see Materials and Methods). Recon-
structed solution conformations with C-domains
superimposed on the C-domain of the T4SS crystal
structure are shown in Figure 5(a). As shown by
this representation, the dipolar couplings are con-
sistent with structures that are more closed than
the X-ray structure. Even when compared to the
crystal structure of the most closed conformation
in the lysozyme database, 152L (with three inter-
domain disul®de bonds), Figure 5(b), closure is
still more pronounced in solution. The agreement
between conformations obtained in different media
is not as high as realized for the WT data, with
pairwise rmsd values ranging from 1.5 AÊ -4.1 AÊ .
These differences largely re¯ect variation in the
twist results as discussed above. In addition, in
these reconstructions the Cys Ca separation dis-
tance is between 2.9 and 4.4 AÊ , which is not within
the favored range for disul®de-bond formation
(4.6-7.4 AÊ ).50 However, the relative position of
domains depends critically on positional par-
ameters adopted in the rigid-body transformation
used in the reconstruction (pivot and translation in
Equation (4), described in Materials and Methods).
These parameters are not available from dipolar
coupling measurements and are not known to
great accuracy. With a 0.2 to ÿ2.5 AÊ translation
(depending on which of the three solutions is con-
sidered), it is possible to rectify the Cys Ca separ-
ation distance. Physically reasonable models of
T4SS with the relative domain orientation estab-
lished by the dipolar couplings can be built using
direct re®nement protocols, as described in the
next section.

Relative domain positioning

Although it has been possible to use dipolar
couplings to obtain the relative orientation of
domains and hence the degree of domain closure,
information on the relative positions of domains is
not obtained by this method. As shown for T4SS,
this can lead to uncertainty in the reconstruction of
solution conformations. However, the existing



Figure 5. Solution conformations
of T4SS lysozyme obtained from
the dipolar couplings in each align-
ing medium (red structures) where
the C-domain is superimposed on
the C-domain of the crystal struc-
ture of (a) T4SS or (b) the C-
domain of the structure of the most
closed conformer available (152L).
Disul®de linkages in the crystal
structures are shown in yellow.
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database of lysozyme crystal structures with a
wide range of hinge-bending angles provides an
opportunity to identify structures that give reason-
able ®ts to the measured dipolar couplings. The
quality of the ®t between the experimental dipolar
couplings (Dmeas) and those calculated based on
starting X-ray structures was evaluated using the
quality factor, Q:46

Q �

�����������������������������������������X
i�1;N

�Dmeas
i ÿDcalc

i �2X
i�1;N

�Dmeas
i �2

vuuuuut �1�

with Dcalc
i calculated as described in Materials and

Methods. De®ned in this way, the quality factor is
sensitive to interdomain structure (i.e. the relative
orientation of domains) as well as to small differ-
ences between the structures of each of the
domains in the solution and X-ray states (intra-
domain structure). In order to minimize the contri-
bution of intradomain structural differences in this
comparison, the Q-factors (columns 3 and 4 of
Table 4) were normalized by the Q-factor obtained
after domain alignment using the dipolar coup-
lings. These Q-factors, indicated under the column
titled Norm in Table 4, contain contributions from
intradomain structural differences only. Hence the
normalized Q-values (Q/Norm) indicate how well
the interdomain structure described by a given set
of X-ray coordinates re¯ects the solution confor-
mation. As shown in Table 4, the best agreement
between dipolar couplings collected on WT* and
those predicted from an X-ray structure is obtained
for the open conformation of lysozyme given by
the mutant M6I (150L(c)) that is shown in
Figure 3(b). Structures that are more open (172L)
or more closed (3LZM) produced poorer ®ts to the
experimental dipolar couplings. In the case of
T4SS, experimental dipolar couplings ®t best to
those calculated using the most closed confor-
mation in the database, 152L. These crystal struc-
tures can thus be considered to represent
physically reasonable models for the average sol-
ution conformation.

It is also possible to directly evaluate whether a
given crystal structure with its relative domain
positioning and linker conformation is consistent
with experimental dipolar couplings by prediction
of alignment tensor parameters based on the mol-
ecular shape of the protein. When dipolar coup-
lings are measured in a medium that induces
alignment through a purely steric mechanism
alignment tensor parameters can be predicted.51

Since the alignment tensor prediction is based on
the shape of the molecule, this method is sensitive
to the displacement between the two domains as
well as to the structure of the intervening linker
regions.

Using the program SSIA (simulation of sterically
induced alignment),51 we compared dipolar coup-
lings calculated from the predicted alignment ten-
sor with those measured using the bicelle sample
with salt, since this medium is the least likely to
have electrostatic contributions to alignment.
Table 4 shows that the normalized Q-factor calcu-
lated between SSIA-predicted and experimental
dipolar couplings is lowest when the M6I (150L(c))
structure is used. When structures that are either
more open (172L) or more closed (3LZM) than
150L(c) are used to predict the alignment tensor,
the normalized Q-factor increases. Of interest, the
agreement between the SSIA-predicted and the
experimental dipolar couplings for the M6I struc-
ture is comparable to that obtained with the dipo-
lar couplings and those predicted based on ®ts of
the couplings to the X-ray structure (SVD). The
SSIA analysis indicates that the linker structure
and relative domain arrangement in the M6I open



Table 4. Comparison of measured dipolar couplings with those predicted from the sterically induced model of
alignment

Q-factor: Normalized Qf

Samplea Crystal structureb SVDc SSIAd Norme SVD SSIA

WT* 150L(c) 0.31 0.32 0.29 1.1 1.1
172L 0.41 0.55 0.31 1.3 1.8
3LZM 0.34 0.48 0.26 1.3 1.8

T4SS 152L 0.25 0.27 0.23 1.1 1.2
TBAg 0.25 0.36 0.21 1.2 1.7
150L(c) 0.58 0.70 0.23 2.5 3.0

a Dipolar coupling data set measured in 5 % (w/v) bicelles, 150 mM NaCl with the indicated lysozyme sample.
b PDB identi®er of the X-ray structure used in the analysis (SVD) or prediction (SSIA) of dipolar couplings.
c The quality (Q) factor (equation (1)) calculated according to Ottiger & Bax97 obtained from singular value decomposition (SVD)

using the measured dipolar couplings and the indicated structure.56 Domains in the structure have not been oriented.
d The Q-factor comparing the agreement between experimental dipolar couplings and those predicted using the 5 % (w/v) bicelle

model in SSIA.51

e Domains of the indicated crystal structure are re-oriented using the experimental dipolar couplings. Subsequently Q-factors are
calculated and reported as Norm.

f Q-factors (SVD) normalized by the domain orientation independent Q-factor (Norm) for the indicated structure.
g TBA refers to the X-ray coordinates of T4SS, which are in the processes of being submitted to the PDB.
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structure is consistent with the experimental dipo-
lar couplings.

A similar analysis of the T4SS solution confor-
mation shows that the best ®t to the measured set
of dipolar couplings is obtained using the SSIA-
predicted dipolar couplings from 152L, which is
the most closed lysozyme structure in the PDB.
Consequently, of the available X-ray crystal struc-
tures, 152L most accurately represents the average
solution conformation of T4SS. However, the
extent of domain closure in 152L is still less than
that obtained from the dipolar couplings.

Finally, it is noteworthy that the SSIA analysis
predicts similar degrees of alignment for both open
(172L, 173L) and closed (3LZM) conformations of
lysozyme. Thus the dipolar couplings measured
re¯ect the conformational preferences of the whole
population of molecules in solution and not simply
a subset that might orient far better than the rest,
for example.

As noted in the previous section, inaccurate esti-
mates of positional parameters required to recon-
struct a solution conformation for T4SS (Figure 5),
result in structures where the disul®de Ca atoms
are too close. Physically reasonable models of the
solution conformation of T4SS can be produced
with a relative domain orientation that agrees with
the measured dipolar couplings using a rigid-body
re®nement protocol in the structure calculation
program CNS.52 In this procedure (described in
Materials and Methods), T4SS solution structures
were generated starting from the parent crystal
structure or from 3LZM, with T21 and T142
replaced with Cys. Low-temperature torsion angle
simulated annealing was performed using an
experimental set of dipolar couplings and tight
intradomain structural restraints generated from
the crystal structures to preserve the domain struc-
ture. The results from this re®nement procedure
are shown in Figure 6, in red, superimposed onto
the crystal structure of T4SS, in blue. It is clear that
the T4SS structure in solution is more closed than
in the crystal. The average closure, bend and twist
angles of {10 �, 2 �, 2 �} that describe the domain
orientation of these structures relative to the T4SS
reference structure agree well with values obtained
from the domain orientation protocol shown in
Table 3. As expected, disul®de-bond formation is
now accommodated by these structures, with Cys
21/Cys 142 Ca separation distances of 4.8 AÊ -5.5 AÊ .

Of the more than 300 available X-ray crystal
structures of wild-type and mutant T4 lysozyme in
the PDB, more than 90 % occur in a crystal form
that leads to the closed conformation. These crys-
tals arise from the formation of a ``back-to-back''
dimer (where the ``front'' is the substrate-binding
site) that buries 800 AÊ 2 of surface area per molecule
when in the WT closed form.12 One example of
this dimer does exist for a mutant in the open con-
formation; however, the amount of surface area
buried by the intermolecular dimer drops by more
than 50 % relative to dimers formed by closed con-
formations. This implies that there is a cost in crys-
tal packing energy for this favored crystal form if
the conformation of lysozyme deviates from the
WT closed position. It may be that formation of
this dimer by T4SS in the crystal lattice favors a
structure that is slightly open relative to the very
closed average conformation observed in solution
in order to maximize the surface area at the dimer
interface. This can be readily accommodated, since
changes in disul®de bond conformations permit a
range of possible relative domain arrangements at
low energetic cost.50

Possible sources of error in domain
orientation analyses

It has been shown in a number of cases that
alignment induced by weak binding of single-
domain proteins to the alignment media does not
measurably affect the structure.53 ± 55 However, the



Figure 6. Models of solution conformations of T4SS
(red) generated using rigid-body re®nement in CNS as
described in Materials and Methods, with C-domains
superimposed on the crystal structure of T4SS (blue).
Crystal structures of T4SS and WT (3LZM) with T21
and T142 side-chains mutated in silico to Cys were used
as starting structures in the calculations.
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energy required to change the relative arrangement
of domains in a multi-domain protein may be
small, leading to concerns regarding the effect of
the aligning medium on the observed relative
domain orientation. With this in mind, we have
measured dipolar couplings using a number of
different alignment media, under a variety of ionic
Table 5. Average relative domain orientations (in degrees) fr

Number of DCs from each domain

R C N

a,e 0.17 88 52
b,e 29 23
c,e 0.10 88 52
d,e 29 23

a-d in the Table give averages for the corresponding graphs in Figu
e Results were calculated using simulated dipolar couplings as des
strength conditions. Good agreement between con-
formations was obtained in all bicelle media tested
(Table 3). In addition, very similar relative domain
orientations were obtained from dipolar couplings
measured in CPCl/hexanol liquid crystals, which
have very different chemical and electrostatic prop-
erties relative to bicelles. The similarity in results
obtained from different aligning media gives con®-
dence in the solution conformations estimated for
WT* and T4SS.

In the present study, we found that, depending
on the aligning medium used, the precision in
closure and bend angles ranged between �2 � and
�5 �, whilst the precision in the twist angle was as
low as �17 � in one case (Table 3). This level of pre-
cision compares rather poorly (a precision of 1 �, 2 �
and 3 � in the closure, bend and twist dimensions,
respectively), with what we observed in a study of
domain orientation in maltose-binding protein,
where a very large number of dipolar couplings
(�1400) was recorded.29 In order to understand the
factors that contribute to the precision in closure,
bend and twist, a set of dipolar couplings have
been calculated using the X-ray structure of WT
lysozyme, 3LZM, with an experimentally deter-
mined alignment tensor (parameters given in the
legend to Figure 7) that is the same for both the N
and C-domains (i.e. the relative orientation of
domains is described by the 3LZM structure in this
analysis). Closure, twist and bend angles were
then calculated using these dipolar couplings in
concert with the same family of structures used to
analyze the experimental data, described above.
Since the simulated solution structure is the same
as the reference structure (3LZM), the target clo-
sure, bend and twist angles are {0 �, 0 �, 0 �}. As
shown in Figure 7(a), when dipolar couplings are
calculated with a rhombicity of 0.17 and all resi-
dues in the two domains are used (88 C and 53 N-
domain residues), closure and bend are determined
quite precisely. Not unexpectedly, reducing the
number of couplings (simulated BC data set with
38 C and 28 N-domain couplings), leads to an
increase in the sensitivity to structural noise associ-
ated with the different starting X-ray structures
(see Figure 7(b) and Table 5). Lowering the rhom-
bicity from 0.17 to 0.10 leads to a further reduction
in both the accuracy and precision of the bend
angle (Figure 7(c)-(d) and Table 5). It is interesting
to note that in all of the examples considered here,
om simulated dipolar couplings

Closure Bend Twist

0 � 2 0 � 2 6 � 10
0 � 3 ÿ4 � 4 ÿ5 � 11
0 � 1 1 � 4 10 � 17
0 � 3 ÿ5 � 5 ÿ11 � 17

re 7.
cribed in the text and in the legend to Figure 7.



Figure 7. Domain orientation from a simulated set of dipolar couplings calculated using the WT reference structure
(3LZM). Residues for which dipolar couplings were available in the CPCl WT* data set (Table 1) were used to gener-
ate the results in (a) and (c), whilst a smaller data set was used to calculate (b) and (d), including only those residues
contained in the BC WT* data set. Rhombicity was set to (a) and (b) 0.17 or (c) and (d) 0.10. The alignment tensor
parameters used to calculate the simulated data were Aa � 1.5 � 10ÿ3, a � 186 �, b � 142 �, g � 54 � (same parameters
used for both N and C-domains). Domain orientations in the form of closure and bend values were computed using
these simulated dipolar couplings and the family of crystal structures listed in Table 1, as described in the text.
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the accuracy in the twist dimension is poor, as is
the precision. Note that the spread in closure and
bend values obtained in the present simulation is
similar to what is observed experimentally.

The ability to de®ne rotations about the Z-axis of
the alignment frame accurately is related to the
magnitude of the rhombic component of the align-
ment tensor.42,56 The Z-axis of the alignment tensor
used in the simulations described above (and the
axis measured experimentally) is almost coincident
with the twist axis (15 � between the two axes) and
in concert with a low rhombicity, R, leads to poor
de®nition of relative domain orientation with
respect to twist. The precision in closure and bend
is also dependent on the orientation of the Z-axis
of alignment. In the simulated data sets, the projec-
tion of the Z-axis of alignment onto the bend axis
is almost twofold larger than that for the closure
axis (0.23 for bend versus 0.14 for closure). As a
result, differences in intradomain structure lead to
greater variability in bend compared to closure. In
summary, the number of couplings, the rhombicity
and orientation of the alignment tensor in conjunc-
tion with structural noise are all important factors
that affect the precision and accuracy of the
domain orientation procedure.

According to analyses of lysozyme open and
closed crystal structures, the C-domain is com-
prised of the C-terminal half of the protein, as well
as the N-terminal a-helix (residues 1-10, helix A).
However, the identi®cation of dynamic domains
has led to the suggestion that the C-domain may
not include this N-terminal a-helix.57,58 A compari-
son of open and closed structures show that the
orientation of this helix does change slightly upon
opening, leading to the formation of new packing
interactions.12,14 As a result, the mean pairwise
rmsd between C-domains in the group of input
structures is signi®cantly higher with this helix
(0.42 AÊ ) than without it (0.27 AÊ ). In order to deter-
mine whether structural noise arising from this
helix could lead to systematic contributions to
domain closure values, domain orientation ana-
lyses were performed where the N-terminal helix
was removed from calculations. Closure and bend
values remained to within 2 � of the original
angles, with twist affected to a larger degree (as
large as an 8 � difference) with no systematic
change.

Concluding remarks

T4 lysozyme binds to its substrate through inter-
actions over an extended surface on the C-domain
with N-domain residues involved in both binding
and catalysis. The domain orientation results pre-
sented above establish that in the absence of sub-
strate native T4 lysozyme exists, in solution on
average, in a conformation that is more open than
that observed in the crystal state. Since entry of the
relatively large peptidoglycan substrate into the
binding cleft is likely facilitated by a more open
conformation, it appears that lysozyme normally
exists in a state primed for binding. As shown by
spin-labeling studies, a covalently linked substrate-
lysozyme complex strongly favors a closed con-
formation.11 In the absence of a covalent link, the
ability of lysozyme to successfully bind its ligand
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before it has a chance to escape from the binding
pocket likely requires rapid domain closure. Low
energy barriers to domain motion can facilitate this
transition, but may lead to a signi®cant proportion
of lysozyme existing in a closed conformation in
the absence of ligand.

Examination of the range of ligand-free lyso-
zyme structures obtained from X-ray crystallogra-
phy has led to the suggestion that the equilibrium
state of lysozyme might be described by a two-
state model12 in which the closed and open confor-
mations are represented by the WT crystal struc-
ture (closed) and structures 172L or 173L (open).
We have shown previously that in the case where
multiple, rapidly inter-converting conformations
exist, the relative domain orientation determined
by dipolar couplings re¯ects a population-
weighted average.29 Assuming this two-state
model, populations of open and closed states for
WT* have been determined by minimizing the
difference between experimental dipolar couplings
and those predicted for the open and closed states
using SSIA,51 as discussed in Materials and
Methods. The solution structure of WT* can be
described as containing approximately equal con-
tributions from open and closed conformers. In
addition, a lower limit for the rate of interconver-
sion between the two states can be obtained by
examining 15N-1H HSQC correlation spectra of
WT* and T4SS. Only a single set of peaks is
observed in each spectrum, with the largest differ-
ence in shifts (0.8 ppm in 1H) obtained for linker
residue Val75. Assuming that the shifts in WT*
spectra are weighted equally from contributions
from open and closed states, while the shifts for
T4SS correspond to those of the closed state, the
rate of interdomain closure exceeds approximately
6000 sÿ1. Evidence for interdomain dynamics on
the micro- to nanosecond time-scale has been
obtained from EPR studies of spin-labeled
lysozyme,11,59 although an alternative interpret-
ation of these results in terms of variability in the
conformation of the disul®de-linked nitroxide side-
chain has been put forward.60 Molecular dynamics
(MD) studies of T4 lysozyme provide evidence that
domain closure may be rapid, with transitions
from very open to maximally closed structures
occurring on the nanosecond time-scale.26,58,61,62

Spin relaxation studies probing domain dynamics
are currently in progress in our laboratory.

It is noteworthy that two-state models do not
give a statistical improvement in ®t between exper-
imental and predicted dipolar couplings. It is
therefore not possible to distinguish between static
and dynamic models for ligand-free T4 lysozyme
in solution on the basis of the dipolar coupling
data and the analyses presented here. Neverthe-
less, it is clear that even with the limited numbers
of dipolar couplings measured for WT* and T4SS,
it is possible to determine average solution confor-
mations and to establish that these conformers are
signi®cantly different from those observed by crys-
tallography. It is anticipated that as the database of
domain structure accumulates, dipolar couplings
will become even more powerful in the description
of domain orientation and of functionally relevant
conformational changes for a wide range of multi-
domain proteins.

Materials and Methods

Sample preparation

All samples of T4 lysozyme were either 15N or 15N,
13C-labeled by expression in M9 minimal medium with
15N-labeled ammonium chloride and 13C-labeled glucose,
and puri®ed according to published methods.16 Lyso-
zyme protein concentrations were determined by absor-
bance readings at 280 nm, using a molar extinction
coef®cient of 24 170 Mÿ1 cmÿ1.63 Experiments performed
on WT* lysozyme in this study refer to the cysteine-free
mutant C54T/C97A, which has wild-type activity and
structure.41 The native cysteine residues of the disul®de
mutant, T21C/T142C (T4SS), were also mutated as in
WT*. Spontaneous formation of the interdomain disul-
®de bond was con®rmed by SDS-PAGE41 and 1H-15N
HSQC spectra.

Bicelle samples were made using premixed 3:1 (molar
ratio) 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine/1,2-
dihexanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (Avanti Polar
Lipids). Tetradecyl trimethylammonium bromide (TTAB)
was added to a molar ratio of 30:1 total lipid to TTAB to
help prevent phase separation of the bicelles.64 A concen-
trated bicelle stock solution was made by adding 250 ml
of lysozyme buffer (50 mM potassium phosphate
(pH 5.5), 0.01 % (w/v) sodium azide, 10 % 2H2O) to a
50 mg vial of premixed bicelles with 2.75 mmol of TTAB
(11 ml of a 250 mM TTAB stock). This mixture was
incubated at 18 �C for about 30 minutes with occasional
vortex mixing, followed by temperature cycling between
40 �C and 0 �C three times for one minute each.

Alignment was monitored by the quadrupole splitting
of the deuterium 2H2O signal: 5-7.5 % (w/v) bicelle sol-
utions formed a nematic phase at 33 �C that was stable
for more than a month. The 1HN-15N dipolar couplings
were measured, as described below, on samples aligned
under a variety of conditions. Speci®cally, dipolar coup-
lings were originally measured on a WT*-bicelle sample
containing 0.5 mM 15N-labeled WT* lysozyme and 7.5 %
(w/v) bicelles in lysozyme buffer (high BC). The sample
was then diluted to 5 % (w/v) bicelles (BC), followed by
addition of sodium chloride to 150 mM (BC � salt). At
each stage, dipolar couplings were obtained, resulting in
three different data sets. Dipolar couplings were also
measured on a 1.5 mM 15N,13C-labeled WT* sample
aligned using a 1:1 (w/w) cetylpyridinium chloride
(CPCl)/hexanol mixture in lysozyme buffer with
200 mM NaCl (3.4 % (weight of CPCl � hexanol/total
volume of solution)), 25 �C.43 Bicelle and CPCl liquid
crystal samples were prepared for 15N-labeled T4SS in
the same way, omitting the initial 7.5 % bicelle solution.
T4SS protein concentrations were 0.6 mM in the bicelle
samples (BC and BC � salt) and 0.2 mM in the CPCl
liquid crystal sample (CPCl). The behavior of this CPCl
sample was unusual, in that it took a long period of time
to achieve alignment (in excess of ten hours) and was
not as phase-stable as previous preparations. The align-
ment tensor rhombicity in this sample was also atypi-
cally high. A summary of the samples used to measure
dipolar couplings is provided in Table 1.
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Data collection and analysis

All dipolar coupling spectra were recorded on a Var-
ian Inova 600 MHz spectrometer, while assignment data
were collected with Varian UnityPlus and Inova 500
MHz spectrometers. Backbone chemical shift assign-
ments are available for WT15,16 and T4SS (unpublished
results) lysozyme and assignments for WT* were con-
®rmed using 3D HNCACB, HBCBCACONNH and
HNCO experiments (reviewed by Sattler et al.).65

Dipolar couplings for 15N-labeled samples were
recorded using a 2D IPAP-type 15N-1HN HSQC correla-
tion experiment. The IPAP strategy records 1JHN-
separated doublets that are either in-phase (IP) or anti-
phase (AP), which are then combined to give spectra con-
taining only up®eld or down®eld components.45,46 The
pulse sequences used in these experiments are similar to
previously published versions, except that gradient-
enhanced sensitivity is included.66,67 In practice, a small
(5 %) multiplicative correction factor was required prior
Figure 8. Pulse sequence for the measurement of 15N-1HN
This scheme is based on the original HNCO experiment, w
IPAP selection sequence45,46 between (a) and (b) similar to th
spond to a 90 � (180 �) ¯ip angle along the x axis unless indi
at 4.7 (water), 176 and 119 ppm, respectively. A 35 kHz ®e
water selective 90 � ¯ip back pulse prior to gradient g3, the
(6.2 kHz). 15N pulses were applied with a 6.2 kHz ®eld an
kHz ®eld. All 13C rectangular 90 � (180 �) pulses are applied
separation between the centers of the 13Ca and 13CO chemi
lated by 118 ppm.86,87 Prior to acquisition, the carbon carrier
with SEDUCE-188 decoupling applied during acquisition (35
form so that both 13Ca and 13CO spins are affected.89 The
TN � 16.7 ms, d � 500 ms. Phase cycling used to obtain the IP
J is the sum of 15N-1HN dipolar and scalar couplings),
f4 � (y, ÿ y), f5 � (x, ÿ x), f6 � x, f7 � y, f8 � x, acq � 2(x
mented by 90 �, whilst f7 and f8 are increased by 180 �. Th
ner, and subsequently added and subtracted to give spectra
in F1 was achieved with States-TTPI of f1,90 with quadratur
gradient method,66,67 with two spectra ((g8, f6) and (ÿg8, f
and strength of the gradients are: g1 � (0.5 ms, 8 G/
g4 � (0.75 ms, 20 G/cm), g5 � (0.6 ms, 12 G/cm), g6 � (0.3 m
G/cm), g9 � (0.3 ms, 4 G/cm), g10 � (0.4 ms, 7 G/cm), g11
to the application of gradients.91
to addition of IP and AP spectra so that only a single
doublet component was present in each spectrum.46 All
2D IPAP experiments were recorded with (296, 576)
complex points and (t1,t2) acquisition times of (149.4 ms,
64 ms) using 16-32 transients/FID. Final data sets com-
prised (1024,4096) real points with a digital resolution of
(1.9 Hz/pt, 2.2 Hz/pt) in (F1,F2). Spectra of both WT* and
T4SS were recorded in duplicate at 33 �C for the aligned
state in bicelles, at 25 � C in CPCl liquid crystals and at
25 �C in the absence of any aligning medium.

1HN-15N dipolar couplings were also recorded on an
15N, 13C-labeled WT* sample (using CPCl as the align-
ment medium) with a 3D HNCO experiment modi®ed
to include IPAP-type separation of doublet components
as described above. In this experiment (see Figure 8), the
IPAP selection sequence was inserted into the regular
HNCO scheme just prior to acquisition of 15N chemical
shift (in t2). Data sets of (64, 38, 512) complex points and
acquisition times of (45.2 ms, 31.7 ms, 64.0 ms) were col-
lected in (t1, t2, t3). IP and AP experiments were collected
one-bond dipolar couplings in 15N, 13C-labeled proteins.
hich has been described in detail elsewhere,81,82 with an
at described in Yang et al.83 Narrow (wide) pulses corre-
cated otherwise. The 1H, 13C and 15N carriers are placed
ld was used for all proton pulses except for the 1.8 ms
WALTZ decoupling elements84 and the ¯anking pulses

d decoupling during acquisition was achieved with a 1
with a ®eld strength of �/

p
15 (�/

p
3), where � is the

cal shift regions.85 The Ca 180 � pulses are phase modu-
is jumped to 117 ppm (midway between 13Ca and 13CO)
0 ms 90 � pulses) using cosine modulation of the wave-
delays used are ta � 2.3 ms, tb � 5.5 ms, tc � 12.4 ms,
signal modulated according to cos(oNt2)cos(pJt2) (where
for example, is f1 � (x, ÿ x), f2 � 2(x),2(ÿx), f3 � y,

),2(ÿx). For the AP signal [sin(oNt2)sin(pJt2)], f3 is incre-
e IP and AP spectra are recorded in an interleaved man-
with a single multiplet component. Quadrature detection
e in F2 obtained via the enhanced sensitivity pulsed ®eld
6 � 180 �)) recorded for each t2 increment. The duration

cm), g2 � (0.5 ms, 5 G/cm), g3 � (1 ms, 15 G/cm),
s, 10 G/cm), g7 � (0.8 ms, 20 G/cm), g8 � (1.25 ms, 30
� (0.125 ms, 29.6 G/cm). Decoupling is interrupted prior
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in an interleaved manner with a net acquisition time of
23 hours. The 15N time domain was doubled with mirror
image linear prediction,68 giving a ®nal data set of (128,
512, 1024) real points with a corresponding digital resol-
ution of (11.1 Hz/pt, 2.3 Hz/pt, 7.8 Hz/pt) in (F1, F2,
F3). Separation of the 15N-1HN correlation peaks into a
third dimension increased the number of dipolar coup-
lings that could be obtained for T4 lysozyme by approxi-
mately twofold (see Table 1, last entry under WT*).

NMRPipe software69 was used in the processing of all
data sets, whilst NMRView version 3 was used in the
assignment of WT* backbone chemical shifts.70 The
PIPP/CAPP suite of programs71 was used to measure
splittings in all dipolar coupling spectra. Pairwise rmsd
of the dipolar couplings between duplicate data sets was
0.2-0.4 Hz for the 2D HSQC-IPAP experiments over the
range of 15N-labeled samples and 0.6 Hz in the 3D
HNCO-IPAP data set for a 1.5 mM 15N,13C-labeled WT*
sample where alignment was obtained in 3.4 % CPCl/
hexanol liquid crystals.

Definition of rotation axes

In the domain orientation analyses, a family of nine
T4 lysozyme X-ray structures were used where the resol-
ution was 2.0 AÊ or better. The PDB identi®ers and
descriptions of these nine structures are shown in
Table 2. (Note that 150L(c) and the X-ray structure of
T4SS were not used in the analysis).

All vectors and rotations are described with respect to
the molecular frame of the 3LZM (WT) PDB co-ordinate
®le.72 All X-ray structures used in the analyses were
placed in this frame by superimposing the C-domain of
each structure onto the 3LZM C-domain using
MOLMOL.73 In Table 2, the relative domain orientations
of these structures are described in terms of rotations
required to superimpose the 3LZM N-domain onto the
N-domain from the indicated structure. In all analyses,
we have chosen to describe this transformation in terms
of three consecutive rotations about a set of orthogonal
axes, closure, bend and twist axes, given by the polar
angles {63 �, 161 �}, {115 �, 85 �} and {142 �, 31 �}, respect-
ively. Note that this order differs from that used in a pre-
vious analysis of domain orientation in the maltose
binding protein (MBP) that performed the rotations in
the order of closure, twist and bend.29 The twist axis
used for lysozyme connects the centers of mass of the
two domains in the WT (3LZM) structure. The closure
axis was de®ned, using the hinge axis about which a
single rotation is performed to convert the closed 3LZM
structure into the open 172L structure. This vector was
orthogonalized with respect to the twist axis to give the
axis of closure. The cross-product of unit vectors along
the twist and closure axes (twist vector � closure vector)
de®nes a unit vector parallel with the bend axis. The use
of a single rotation axis system to describe all confor-
mational changes with respect to a known reference
structure allows a simple and direct comparison of
rotation parameters between structures. In addition, in
the absence of electrostatic interactions between the pro-
tein and aligning media (i.e. purely steric alignment), the
long axis of the alignment tensor will be expected to
roughly coincide with the twist axis, which sequesters a
large part of the experimental uncertainty into this
dimension (see the text).
Calculation of domain orientations

Determination of relative domain orientations using
dipolar couplings was performed with a modi®ed
version of Conformist1.0.29 Prior to the analysis, all input
X-ray structures (Table 2) were split into isolated N and
C-domains that were superimposed on the N and
C-domain respectively, of the reference X-ray structure.
For analyses using dipolar couplings measured on WT*,
the closed WT structure 3LZM was chosen as the refer-
ence structure, while the X-ray coordinates of T4SS
rotated into the 3LZM molecular frame (i.e. with the
C-domains of T4SS and WT superimposed) were used as
the reference structure in calculations involving dipolar
couplings from T4SS.

In the procedure employed here, the experimental
backbone 15N-1HN dipolar couplings for each domain
are ®t to those calculated on a domain basis from the
X-ray co-ordinates using equation (2):

DNH � ÿ gHgN�h

2pr3
NH

Aa �3 cos2 yÿ 1� � 3

2
R sin2 y cos 2f

� �
�2�

where the polar angles {y, f} give the orientation of the
15N-1HN internuclear vector with respect to the align-
ment frame and Aa and R are the axial and rhombic
components of the alignment tensor, respectively. The
Euler angles {a, b, g} give the orientation of the align-
ment tensor with respect to the molecular frame which
for all analyses is the PDB frame for the crystal structure
3LZM. For each domain, singular value decomposition is
used to calculate the alignment tensor parameters Aa, R,
a, b, g.29,56 The Euler angles obtained from the N and
C-domain analyses are used to calculate the rotation
matrix that transforms the 3LZM N-domain orientation
into the relative domain orientation determined from the
dipolar couplings measured in solution. Hinge rotation
parameters {�, �, 
}, are then determined from the
elements in this matrix, where {�, �} are the polar
angles that give the orientation of the hinge axis in the
co-ordinate frame of the reference structure and 
 is the
amplitude of rotation about that axis.29,74 These par-
ameters are then recast in terms of consecutive rotations
about the closure, bend and twist axes described above.
The rotations, in turn, give the relative domain orien-
tation in solution as obtained from the dipolar couplings
with respect to the reference X-ray structure. In the event
that the average relative domain orientation of the mol-
ecule in solution is represented accurately by the relative
domain orientation in the reference structure, then the
closure, bend and twist angles are {0 �, 0 �, 0 �}.

For each member of the family of input structures
(Table 2), the relative domain orientation computation
was performed 100 times, with 10 % of the experimental
dipolar couplings removed at random each time. This
jack-knife procedure75 permitted the estimation of varia-
bility in closure, bend and twist that results from errors
in the dipolar coupling values. Average closure, bend
and twist angles were calculated over all 100 trials for
each structure to give the ®nal results represented in
Figures 2 and 4 by the ®lled circles. The error bars
associated with each point represent the corresponding
standard deviation over the 100 trials. The average
values for the closure, bend and twist angles that were
obtained from each of the nine input crystal structures
were then used to calculate the mean relative domain
orientation for a particular aligning medium as reported
in Table 3. The impact of intradomain structural noise on
this result is given by the standard deviation calculated
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over the nine structures and reported as the error in
Table 3. This domain orientation procedure was per-
formed for each set of dipolar couplings obtained under
the different alignment conditions listed in Table 1.

Evaluation of domain dynamics

The domain orientation procedure described above is
based on the assumption that the dynamic properties of
the two domains are equivalent.29,37 Hence the alignment
tensor parameters Aa and R determined for each of the
domains independently should be the same. To evaluate
whether this is the case for T4 lysozyme, average values
of Aa for the N and C-domains (Aa

C and Aa
N, respectively)

were calculated using the domain orientation procedure
described above. For each of the nine X-ray structures
and each set of dipolar couplings, the percentage differ-
ence in Aa between domains was calculated according to
the relation:

100� �A
C
a ÿ AN

a �
Amean

a

;Amean
a � �A

C
a � AN

a �
2

�3�

We found that, depending on the structure and the set of
dipolar couplings used, the Aa values determined for
each of the two domains could vary somewhat. Average
differences in Aa values between N and C-domains com-
puted from the dipolar couplings measured for WT*
over all nine input X-ray structures ranged from
4 % � 6 % (BC � salt), to 7 % � 5 % (CPCl) and for T4SS
from ÿ4 % � 7 % (BC) to 10 % � 6 % (CPCl).

To evaluate the possibility that the observed differ-
ences in Aa could arise from small variations in intrado-
main structure between crystal and solution states of
lysozyme a similar analysis was performed using simu-
lated dipolar couplings in place of the experimental data
sets. Speci®cally, a set of dipolar couplings was calcu-
lated using the X-ray structures 150L(a) and 150L(c) with
the alignment tensor parameters Aa � 0.0015, R � 0.1709
and {a, b, g} � {186 �, 142 �, 53 �}. Using simulated dipolar
couplings only from those residues for which couplings
had been measured on WT* lysozyme in the BC aligning
medium (38 and 28 couplings from the C and N-domain,
respectively) the domain orientation procedure described
above was performed. When the set of couplings con-
structed from structure 150L(a) was used, the average
difference in Aavalues over the set of nine input X-ray
structures is 11 % � 8 %. However, if the structure
150L(c) was used to simulate dipolar couplings instead,
a difference of ÿ7 % � 8 % is obtained. Although the
differences in intradomain structure between the differ-
ent X-ray structures listed in Table 2 are small (backbone
pairwise rmsd of ca 0.1-0.6 AÊ ), the range in Aa calculated
for each of the two domains are similar to what is
observed when experimental data are used. Addition-
ally, the backbone pairwise rmsd between intradomain
X-ray structures 150L(a) and 150L(c) is 0.6 AÊ and yet
sizeable differences in Aa values are obtained when
alignment parameters are calculated from each set of
simulated dipolar couplings. This suggests that the
differences in alignment parameters obtained on the
basis of the experimental data may not re¯ect differential
dynamics between domains, but rather subtle changes in
intradomain structure in concert with only a limited
number of dipolar coupling measurements. Notably,
when the number of dipolar couplings used in the simu-
lations increases to include values from all residues the
difference in Aavalues between domains decreases to
3 % � 4 % and 4 % � 4 % for couplings simulated from
150L(a) and 150L(c), respectively. Evidence that the two
domains of lysozyme are dynamically similar is pro-
vided by steady-state 15N-1H NOE values, which are
essentially the same between the two domains (average
values of 0.74 � 0.03 and 0.76 � 0.04 for N and
C-domains, respectively).

Resolving degeneracies in solutions

As noted in previous studies of two-domain proteins,
there is a 4-fold degeneracy in relative domain orien-
tation calculated from dipolar couplings measured in a
single aligning medium.29,37 However, if the reference
structure is related to the liquid-state conformation by a
small amplitude rotation, then it is straightforward to
identify the correct solution, since all other rotations are
of large (and very likely unphysical) amplitude (
 of the
order of 180 �).29 Large differences between lysozyme sol-
ution and crystal conformations were not anticipated,
and consequently the orientation corresponding to the
smallest amplitude rotation (i.e. lowest 
) was used in
all analyses. However, it should be noted that when the
magnitude of 
 exceeds about 70 �, the amplitude of
hinge rotations given by degenerate solutions can
become comparable in size. This was observed when
dipolar couplings measured on T4SS aligned using
bicelles were analyzed with the structures 172L and
152L. In all cases, removal of structural elements that
agree poorly with the measured dipolar couplings (the
N-terminal a-helix in these two cases) re-established
solutions with small-amplitude rotations.

That the small amplitude 
 results correspond to the
actual solution conformation is supported by the fact
that similar orientations are obtained from different
aligning media (Table 3). We performed an analysis simi-
lar to the procedure of Hashimi et al.76 to rule out the
possibility that one of the other three solutions rep-
resents the actual solution conformation of lysozyme.
First, the solution conformations were constructed for
the four degenerate solutions from each aligning med-
ium (procedure described in the next section). Then the
C-domains were all overlaid and armsd (pairwise angle
root-mean-squared deviation) values calculated for
backbone 1HN-15N internuclear bond vectors of the
N-domains obtained from the different aligning media.
Using this procedure, the best agreement is obtained
between structures arising from small 
 (1.4 � armsd)
versus large 
 (2.6 �-4.7 � armsd) values even when there
is only a 4 � difference in the orientation of the long axis
of the alignment tensor (high BC and BC for WT*).
Larger differences between alignment tensor long axes
(e.g. 14 � between BC � salt and CPCl) lead to increased
armsd values between the different solutions (4.8 � for
small 
, 8.9 �-18 � for other solutions).

Building a solution conformation

It is possible to reconstruct a solution conformation of
T4 lysozyme using the reference crystal structure and the
output of the domain orientation procedure described
above (Table 3). In this process, one domain of the crys-
tal structure is held ®xed while a rigid-body transform-
ation is applied to the other domain. The transformation
of the coordinates of the N-domain, f~vig, from the refer-
ence crystal structure to the solution structure, f~v0ig, is
given by:

~v0 � ~R� �~vÿ ~p� � ~p� T~n �4�
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where the rotation matrix RÄ and the hinge axis of
rotation ~n are orientational parameters that are obtained
directly from the domain orientation procedure. This
expression also contains terms that describe the position
of the vector, ~v0 (as opposed to the orientation), in the
form of ~p (pivot), which gives the location of the hinge
axis, and T, which is the magnitude of the translation
along the hinge axis ~n.57,74

The parameters de®ning the position of the trans-
formed vector are not provided by dipolar coupling data
but can be estimated from a pair of representative open
and closed lysozyme crystal structures using equation
(4). For example, if the C-domains from the open and
closed crystal structures are superimposed and the
closed form taken as the starting conformation, then the
open structure can be considered to represent the result
of a rigid-body transformation of the N-domain of the
closed structure as given by equation (4). Consequently,
both ~v and ~v0 are de®ned for all atoms in the N-domain.
In our analysis, after the C-domains of the open and
closed X-ray structures were overlaid, the rotation par-
ameters required to superimpose the N-domain of the
closed structure onto that of the open structure were
obtained using MOLMOL.73 The translation (T) was sub-
sequently calculated from the relation:

T � �~v0 ÿ ~v� � ~n �5�
and the pivot location determined by solving equation
(4) for ~p. In practice, we have used vectors extending
from the origin to the centers of mass of the N-domains
of the closed and open X-ray structures in the calculation
of T and ~p to minimize contributions to the transform-
ation from differences in intradomain structure between
the two forms. Using 3LZM and 150L(c) as the closed
and open structures, respectively, a pivot location of {1.7,
ÿ4.3, 5.0} and a 2.2 AÊ translation (moving away from
the C-domain) were obtained. Similar positional par-
ameters result from other pairs of open and closed lyso-
zyme structures so long as the hinge axes, ~n, are close to
coincident. In line with previous observations,12 we
found that this was generally the case when there was
more than 10 � closure relating the two forms.

The orientation of the hinge axis that transforms the
N-domain of 3LZM into the solution conformation of
WT* lysozyme as determined from the dipolar couplings
was found to be similar to the crystallographic hinge
described above (e.g. 4 �-10 � between the solution and
X-ray hinges for bicelle media and 26 � for results from
CPCl media). Therefore, the pivot and translation
obtained from the above analysis have been used in the
reconstruction of the WT* solution conformation.

Solution conformations were generated from the X-ray
coordinates for the N-domain of the reference structure
(3LZM) by applying the rotation (established from the
dipolar couplings, see Table 3) and the translation par-
ameters as described above using equation (4). As
shown in Figure 3, the reconstructed solution confor-
mation consists of the original C-domain and the trans-
formed N-domain. The structure of the intervening
linker region is not obtained by this approach and is
therefore not represented.

The T4SS solution conformations in Figure 5 were
reconstructed as indicated above, except that the X-ray
coordinates for T4SS instead of 3LZM were used. As
described in Discussion, the solution structure of T4SS is
signi®cantly more closed then even the most closed
X-ray structure in the data base, 152L, and it is con-
sequently dif®cult to obtain suitable values for T and ~p
in this case. We have therefore used the pivot position
obtained from analysis of the dipolar couplings from
WT* and set T � 0. However, in some cases the hinge
axis predicted from dipolar coupling data is signi®cantly
different from the crystallographic hinge described
above and the positional degrees of freedom used for the
T4SS structures are likely to be incorrect. With this in
mind, an alternative procedure for obtaining solution
structures of T4SS was employed (see the next section).

Rigid-body minimization

Models of the solution conformation of T4SS were
also generated using an algorithm implemented within
the structure calculation program CNS52 that uses dipo-
lar couplings to reorient domains of a lysozyme crystal
structure. In order to minimize structural distortion of
the domains during the re®nement procedure, an exten-
sive set of intradomain restraints was generated based
on the backbone coordinates of the starting structure.
Starting coordinates were obtained from a lysozyme
crystal structure using standard protonation and re®ne-
ment protocols.52 Distance restraint lists involving all
HN-HN and N-N pairs within each domain of lysozyme
were constructed. In addition, N-O distances were
restrained according to the hydrogen bonding network
within the domains as determined by the program
hbplus.77 Backbone dihedral angles were also used as
input for the re®nement procedure.

Experimental residual dipolar couplings were
included in structure calculations using the CNS module
described by Clore et al.78 Alignment parameters (Da and
R of 12.85 and 0.15, respectively) were estimated from
direct ®tting of the experimental couplings to several
sets of crystallographic coordinates. An arti®cial tetra-
atomic molecule representing the set of alignment axes78

was placed 200 AÊ away from the origin and oriented
according to the alignment axes of the C-domain of the
starting protein structure. The orientation of this pseudo-
molecule was allowed to ¯oat during the torsional angle
dynamics period of the re®nement protocol. The set of
dipolar couplings measured on T4SS in bicelles, which
includes several couplings from the linker region, were
used as input. The force constant for dipolar couplings
was ramped from 0.05 to 0.5 kcal/mol Hz2 (for HN-type
couplings; 1 kcal � 4.184 kJ).79

In the procedure implemented in our study, a low-
temperature torsional angle dynamics simulated anneal-
ing stage was ®rst performed79,80 followed by a standard
conjugate gradient minimization. In this approach the
system is cooled from 200 K to 0 K in steps of 5 K and
15 ps of molecular dynamics at each temperature step
are performed with a time-step of 3 fs. Distance and
hydrogen-bonding restraints are enforced by a parabolic
potential with a force constant of 200 kcal/mol AÊ 2 and a
narrow ¯at region (�0.01 AÊ ). Likewise, backbone dihe-
dral angles within the domains are restrained using a
steep parabolic potential (5000 kcal/mol rad2; �0.1 �).
Using these force constants, contributions to the penalty
function from distance and dihedral angle terms are
approximately equal. In addition, the van der Waals
force constant is ramped from 0.1 to 1 kcal/mol AÊ 2. Fol-
lowing the low-temperature simulated annealing stage,
the structure is re®ned using ten cycles of conjugate gra-
dient minimization with the force constants of 150 kcal/
mol AÊ 2 and 600 kcal/mol rad2 for distance and dihedral
angle restraints, respectively.
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In line with expectations, the internal structure of the
domains is not signi®cantly perturbed during the course
of the re®nement procedure (backbone intradomain
rmsd values between starting and ®nal structures were
less than 0.05 AÊ ). At the same time, closure and bend
(relative to the reference X-ray conformation of T4SS) are
within 3 � of values obtained using the Conformist1.0
software (the ill-de®ned twist component may differ by
as much as 6 �). Multiple structures derived from the
same set of the starting coordinates are very similar,
with less than 1 � difference in closure, bend and twist
values between the different structures in the ensemble.

Calculations using a two-state model

The experimental dipolar couplings can also be ®t to a
two-state model in which an open and a closed structure
are assumed to be rapidly interconverting.29 A set of
dipolar couplings was simulated for representative open
(Dcalc

open) and closed (Dcalc
closed) structures, with alignment

parameters of each state predicted from the steric model
of alignment using SSIA.52 The fraction of lysozyme that
is in the closed state (pclosed) is obtained by minimizing
the difference between calculated dipolar couplings aris-
ing from this two-state process, Dcalc

2-state:

Dcalc
2-state � pclosed �Dcalc

closed � �1ÿ pclosed� �Dcalc
open �6�

and the experimental set of dipolar couplings.
The population of the closed form in this two-state

model was calculated using the measured set of dipolar
couplings obtained from WT* lysozyme in the BC � salt
aligning medium using the X-ray structure 3LZM as a
model for the closed conformation, whilst the open con-
formation was represented by X-ray structure 172L or
173L. To reduce the potential effect of differences in
intradomain structure between the different crystal
forms of lysozyme on the extracted populations, each of
the two domains of the 3LZM structure was superim-
posed onto the corresponding domains of the structures
representing the open form and the resulting structure
used in the calculation of Dcalc

open. However, the alignment
tensor parameters predicted from SSIA that were used to
calculate Dcalc

open were obtained using the original crystal
structure of the representative open form.
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